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Art Exhibition 2019

A highlight of each year as an art teacher is the annual exhibition. Housed in TOLC the exhibition
showcases work from GCSE, BTEC and A-Level students.
It is a chance for students, teachers and invited guests to see the results of the hundreds of hours of
observation, recording, development and creative thinking our young artists engage in; many of whom go
on to study on art courses at university prior to entering careers in the creative industries – one of the UK’s
largest employers.
This year the show boasted a breadth of work that was diverse in both form and concept. From portraits, to
sculptures, to photography, to graphic design, to architecture, the talents the KHS showcased is
breathtaking. A senior citizen commented that ‘‘this is the best show I have ever seen, they are so talented’’
For the parents, senior citizens and the students who came to see their own work on display this event was
a celebration of the effort, rigour, risk-taking and confidence that was evident in every piece.
Kingsbury High School has a proud history of inspiring and developing successful artists, designers,
musicians and performers. Whether our graduates continue with a path into the arts or not, the learning that
underpins such great success in these subjects provides our leavers with a skill set that is transferable and
applicable in any area of their professional or personal lives, and long may it continue.
Website: www.kingsburyhigh.org.uk
Email: school@kingsburyhigh.org.uk
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Headteacher’s Welcome
Thank you to all Governors, staff, students and parents who have made me
feel so welcome at Kingsbury High School. There have been so many great
things happening this half term therefore it has been an ideal time to see
the best of the school. This newsletter gives you a feel for how packed the
calendar has been and the variety of events happening.
Although I have only been at Kingsbury High School for half a term it is a
great privilege to be able to celebrate the contribution of two colleagues who
have made an enormous contribution to so many students. Ms Barclay has
taught Humanities (particularly Geography) for 25 years and Mr Goff has
worked at Kingsbury High School for 50 years (teaching Mathematics and
now organising, our very complicated, timetable).

			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			

The end of the Summer Term is also a time when we say goodbye to
colleagues who are moving on. I am sure you will join me in thanking all
those moving on but particularly the following who are leaving for pastures
new after many years’ service:
Ms Evans, English Department
Mr Kirk, English Department
Ms Ellamma Govender, Maths Department
Mrs Hantouli, EAL Department
Adowa Mpiani-Brobbe, Mathematics Department
Paul Irving, Economics Department
Katie Collins, PE Department
Ms Kanamugire, Languages Department

I hope you have a restful summer and we look forward to the new school year in September.

Send My Friend To School 2019

During our recent excel days the Year
7 students spent time understanding
their human rights.
On Friday they were dedicated to
ensuring that all children across the
world have the right to an education,
they are committed to ensuring that
262 million children locked out of
education are given the same rights
that they have so that all children
across the world can have an
education.
It has become a KHS tradition to
create a shape matching the ‘send
my friend’ campaign’s theme
consisting of the students. This year
we unlocked the student’s full
potential by unlocking the padlock.
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2019/ 2020 PREFECT TEAM

In a special Sixth Form Assembly our 2018/2019 Headgirl Jumana Elsheikh Ali had the honours of
announcing the 2019/ 2020 Prefect Team.
As she said in her speech, decisions we not made easily, as so many of our Year 12 students have
such fantastic backgrounds and exceeded in their interviews.
We would like to congratulate Andrei Roman and Duvina Toolsee on becoming the new Headboy
and Headgirl.
Their deputies are Eftekhar Ahmed, Jordan Khanu, Nancy Abdulay, Arezo Alizadeh-Meghrazi and
Khushi Patel. They will be supported by this year’s Prefects Jaival Patel, Dilkush Punja, Derico Williams, Joel Amoafo Bediako, Samuel Mongare, Stefan Marcu, Fawaz Sajid, Sami Bouroujou, Nicole
Roman, Shruti Hirani, Bhavini Patel, Thabina Mohan, Sulakna Herath, Zayna Ahmed, Renee Worrell, Vamini Mepani, Yalda Yama, Kiya Hirani, Shaniya Sanghani, Monica Mootealoo, Virali Patel,
Keisha Patel, Diya Patel.

Musical Madness
18 of our talented students took to the stage in our summer performance of Musical Madness. The
evening consisted of singing, dancing, acting and gymnastics all created by our students over the
last academic year.
We would like to say a big thank you to the staff, friends and family that attended this fabulous
evening and those behind the scenes who helped make this evening possible! If you see any of
these students in the corridors or around school please do congratulate them on their hard work.
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Year 12 Young Enterprise:
London Final Results

The journey to the all London final at HSBC in
Canary Wharf on Monday 3 June was a tough
one: beating five top independent schools on the
way to earn their place.
However, the competition at the next level was
even tougher: facing teams that were mainly from
top independent schools once again. St. Paul’s
School (which, incidentally, previously won the
European final); Chislehurst and Sidcup
Grammar School; Emanuel School (Independent)
and Channing School (Independent). To give you
an idea of the level of competition one team sang
their presentation in rhyme! The overall winners,
who deserved their place, it has to be said, were
Channing School, but Kingsbury High School
were a credible ‘runners up’ with an amazing accolade from a key YE judge and senior manager
at HSBC. With the level of competition being so
fierce, our team were amazing and deserve credit
for getting so far.

Year 13 Leavers’ Assembly and Social
Year 13 students gathered for the last time at their Leavers’
Assembly on Friday 24 May. The 2 hour event featured a
heart-felt goodbye from retiring Headteacher, Mr Waxman,
who shared his history school report!
There was a thank you to all tutors and the Sixth Form
team for their support, especially for processing over 150
UCAS reports. Some key sporting memories from Year 7
onwards were enjoyed by a packed study room and,
finally, some tongue-in-cheek awards for students,
carefully created by Ms Hollingworth, Mrs Mohan and Mrs
Cox.
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HPQ Evening of Achievement

In June we held our Higher Project Qualification Evening of
Achievement. Throughout this academic year fifteen
exceptionally hard working Year 9 students have been
researching and creating a project investigating a topic of
their choice everyday after school.
This evening was therefore of dual purpose, firstly to
celebrate the hard work of students, and secondly to assess
them as part of the presentation element of the HPQ. The
students were passionate and informative in their delivery
and were excited to share their findings from both primary
and seconday research to parents, staff and their peers.

Summer Concert

Tylers Hall was packed with friends, family and staff enjoying the performances of over 100 students
from Years 7 to 11 during the Summer Concert.
We had a range of performances from the department ensembles including a choir singing Rain
Song and One Last Time. Students have been working hard putting together and rehearsing their
own bands. Pieces performed included Baby Shark, Little Talk and Seven Nation Army.
We were very lucky to have the fabulous staff from Brent Music Service leading the guitar group, the
Samba band and the Choir.
Before the big Finale where students performed Everybody Needs Somebody To Love the visitors
got to enjoy the Kingsbury Ensemble who have been working together all year perfecting their show.

KHS Governors at House of Commons

Our local MP Barry Gardiner invited Valerie Pope, Sandra Ernstoff, Jag Minhas, Eileen Sabur, Carilen Lavers and Mary-Ann Allison of our Governing Body to the House of Commons to celebrate
their contribution to Education. This was to recognise service in school governors over 10 years.
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Primary Maths Mash Up

On Wednesday 26 June, the Maths department held its annual Primary Maths Mash Up. Top
mathematicians in Year 5 from Kingsbury Green, Roe Green, Oliver Goldsmith, St Robert Southwell
and Fryent Park were invited to Kingsbury High School to work on various mathematical challenges.
They were put into 5 teams, each named after a notable mathematician; Fibonacci, Einstein, Newton,
Pascal and Pythagoras and led by Year 12 mathematics students.
The event kicked off with a captivating maths magic trick from Miss Brobbe which incited the curiosity
and excitement of the students before the main challenges. This excitement was maintained throughout
the 3 hours of intense mathematics challenges as the Year 5s worked in mixed school teams with fellow
mathematicians they had met for the first time. There was a delightful atmosphere in K hall as all
participants, including the audience, beamed with eagerness and excitement to work on challenges
such as Make a Number, Speed test and Cross Number.
After 3 hours of intense mathematical problem solving, team Pascal led by Ajanth (Yr12), were
announced as the winners. Andreea (Oliver Goldsmith), Olivia (St. Robert Southwell Primary), Kavish
(Kingsbury Green), Kailagen (Roe Green) and Ali (Fryent Park) were awarded with the Primary Maths
Mash Up trophies, KHS Maths badges and certificates handed out by Miss Brobbe.
Throughout the event, our Year 12 volunteers Arezo, Ajanth, Afi, Khushi, Jaival, Monica, Rowan, Samra,
Suliaman, Sujayan, Vaishnavi, Vamini and Varshneyan were a true credit to the school; they impressed
the visiting primary schools so much that the teachers enquired about inviting them to their schools to
deliver maths workshops!

Clean the School Project

Small acts make a big difference... On the 6 June, 8B made
a small difference to their school environment. Organised by
Laura Mihaela Cretu (8B), the form took part in the “ Clean the
school project”, which consisted of 2 parts: become a more
environmental - friendly person and take part in a litter pick in
the playground in Tylers’.

By taking part in this, the students realised how much litter is
carelessly dropped by people of all ages each day. They had
fun, while they were helping the environment! Thank you to
the best, most-caring form tutor Mr.Jenkins for being incredibly supportive towards the project and Ana Cretu,
enthusiastic parent governor/volunteer in the school for originally sponsoring this idea!
This project doesn’t only have to relate to 8B... you can make a difference as well by caring for your
environment! Don’t drop litter and put it in the bin. Our world can be helped by everyone. The planet
is everyone’s home!
By Laura Mihaela Cretu 8B
Website: www.kingsburyhigh.org.uk
Email: school@kingsburyhigh.org.uk
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Our students have been published!

‘Mission Catastrophe’ is the title of the book which features 36 KHS students, more than any of
the other 7 schools in the book (including fee paying schools), which is an absolutely outstanding
achievement.
We are very proud of Maira Khan, Zohair Shaikh, Ali & Mohammed, Sana Hashimi, Alka Hirani,
Annam Islam, Ved Munshi, Karoline Mirkova, Hassan Hamid, Nilavan Jeyathasan, Luqman Yusuf,
Humam Al-Qouraishi, Abdullah Al-Bumuter, Simon Habtemariam, Haris Baciu, Vrinda Parekh, Mobeen Majed Parvez, Clara Marlene Wilson, Johann Pereira, Larisa Julie Tiganescu, Zahra Jelali,
Saif Alam, Acshayaa Kumar, Rayahn Stoute, Dravid Patel, Rutvi Shah, Abdullah Qarizada & Cartez,
Kunal Menariya, Shanna Sabir, Larisa Nicoleta Silachi, Mohamed Riad Hachoud, Artur Zajac, Zara
Zaman, Radek Dabkowski, Zeynep Alkabi, Khalid Abdi Nar and Hana Zia.
Thank you to all the parents, carers and especially the staff who encouraged and supported these
talented students to write their stories, entering them and getting them published.

Science Day at Trinity College, Cambridge
Ms Lee and Mr Osman took some aspiring Year 12 and 11 students to visit Trinity College on the 25
June. What a wonderful day spent exploring the grounds, the library and seeing what life would be
like as a Cambridge student.
By the end, it was great to see how exhilarated the students were; they were even discussing what
science course they wanted to apply for! It is always wonderful to see such enthusiasm and
determination in our Kingsbury students.
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Sixth Form Evening of Celebration

This week we welcomed back the Sixth Form students to an evening of celebration. Every year we invite the students after their exams to this special event.
The evening started with some food and refreshments in K Hall where students had to opportunity
to catch up with their peers. This was followed by the main presentation in K Hall, hosted by the new
Headboy and Headgirl. Everyone enjoyed a video showing their highlights of their time at the school,
as well as a video created by last year’s Headgirl, bringing back some great memories from the past.
To conclude the evening, staff presented 10 prestigious awards to the following students:
Shobana & Laavanya Yoganayam Prize for Outstanding Success in Chemistry went to Hassan Naima
Douglas Peacock Memorial Award for Highest Achievement in Chemistry went to Pranay Vekaria
Richard Vaizey Memorial Award for a student noted for their intellectual curiosity went to Hamza Butt
Professor John Marks Memorial Award to support deserving applicants to Oxbridge went to Wahab
Rahmani
John Wyles Memorial Award for Achievement in Face of Adversity went to Pritesh Parekh
Reading List Foundation, a Scholoarship of £250 For an exceptional Year 13 student from a low income
background, starting university to fund reading resources went to Sankari Thangakumaran
Elizabeth Williams Memorial Award for the Most Outstanding Contribution to the Life of the School went
to Livya Mathialagan Pal
Roger Stone Memorial Award for Outstanding Public Service to the School Community went to Abitha
Naganathan
The Phillip Snell Award for the Greatest Overall Improvement went to Rachel Ayodele
Student of the Year is awarded to the student who stands out in terms of all round excellence went to
Jumana Elsheikh Ali.
Well done to all of the Year 13s and good luck with your A Level results.
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Year 8 Graduation

We welcomed parents, carers and friends to the Lower School to celebrate the Year 8 Graduation.
The Hall was packed with an excited and proud audience.
It has been 9 years since we introduced our new curriculum for Years 7 and 8 and the students at
this evening’s graduation were the seventh year group to reach the end of our Foundation Stage.
We came up with the idea of a new curriculum that concluded with a graduation ceremony in order
to give a real sense of purpose to the early years at KHS. The students were graded in relation to
their attendance, punctuality, attitude to learning, progress, extended homework projects, rewards,
Unifrog Competencies and the Kingsbury Guarantee.
Mr Thomas revealed our new ‘Graduate with Distinction’ board featuring the most students’ names to
date. The visitors got treated to two performances by our incredibly talented Year 8 students, Laura
Cretu did a reading followed by Acshayaa Kumar’ s version of Demi Lovato’s Warrior.
The climax of the ceremony was the announcement of the most highly honoured boy graduate,
Johann Pereira, and the most highly honoured girl graduate, Laura Cretu, each of whom received a
special glass trophy.

Year 11 Sports Leaders
On completion of their GCSE exams, 87 year 11 students
returned to KHS for the week to complete the annual Sports
Leaders UK level two course. This is a nationally recognised
qualification which enables them to lead, safe, purposeful and
enjoyable physical activity for young people.
The students learned about leadership skills including
communication, teamwork, planning and organisation and then
put these into practice through leading activities and events for
our Lower School children.
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Sixth Form UCAS Information Evening

The KHS Sixth Form Centre organised its annual UCAS evening, during which top universities such as
Brunel and City come to the school for our Year 12 students to meet, discuss courses with, take course
details away with them or simply ask questions about life at the various destinations.
The students, parents and carers got to sit through an informative talk by our staff and Leicester
University, explaining different paths students can take and how to deal with the UCAS applications and
challenging decision that our students will have to make.
This information evening is one of the many supportive events KHS organises in order to support our
students make the right decisions

Sixth Form Employability Day

The Sixth Form’s clear focus this half-term has been on preparing Year 12 students for UCAS, apprenticeships and careers beyond Kingsbury High School.
One of the events was a varied and interesting Employability Day. The Employability Day gave every
student the chance to test their leadership skills (provided by Montium), develop confidence for
interviews and work through assessment centre activities. Former students came in to talk about gap
years, clinical specialism, helping children with heart problems at the Evelina Children Hospital in London, HR and being a senior mechanical engineer at McLaren. Thank you to our alumni and organisations for contributing to a stimulating and enriching day for our current Sixth Form students.
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Sixth Form Team Building Day

It has been a very busy two weeks for Year 12 students,
who have been participating in a number of workshop
and programmes, preparing them for life after KHS.
As previously reported they took part in employability
days, UCAS evening, university visits and their busy
schedule ended with a very enjoyable team-building
day, where students were asked to rise to the challenge
of a series of physical, sporting and mental challenges,
and did so with distinction.
We are already looking ahead to next year’s
programme, having been inspired by the quality of the
guidance and advice delivered by external providers
and seeking, as ever, to build upon what we are able to
offer in-house for our students.

Year 7 & 9 Evening of Achievement

Last night was our Evening of Achievement and we
celebrated 167 Year 7 and 9 students achievements. The
awards were given out for Personal excellence in subjects, a
high number of credits, highest A2L and attendance and lastly
personal PRIDE across the school.
Congratulations to all the students for all their hard work and
efforts.
The event was photographed by our Year 12 photography
students Mukim Mahfuzh, Shamil Bhuttoo and Binisha Varsani.

Year 6 Sporting Challenge

On Monday 8th July the annual ‘Year 6 Sporting Challenge’ took place at Kingsbury High School. Our
Year 12 ‘red shirt’ leaders have been going in to our local primary schools to coach the children in the
lead up to the event as part of their hours for the Sports Leaders UK Level 3 course.
The children rotated around a carousel of activities, competing against each other in football, netball,
cricket, indoor athletics and team building. At the end of the event each leader picked a person in their
team who best demonstrated the PRIDE values throughout training and competition. As a reward, these
students were presented with a special certificate and were invited to a ‘Have a Go’ day on the 17th July
which is being run by the School Sports Partnership.
The sporting challenge started in 1993 and for the first time ever, we had joint winners! Congratulations
to Roe Green & Kingsbury Green who share the title of champions!
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Sports Day

It is the one day of the year where everyone gets together, students and staff gather together in the
Lower School for the Sports Day.
There were some fiercely competitive events that took place and several school sports day records fell!
Despite the levels of determination all the competitors showed great sportsmanship and the hordes
of spectators for each event helped create fantastic atmospheres that spurred the competitors on.
What was most enjoyable to see was that everyone attended participated in one way or another and it
seemed that everyone enjoyed themselves. The day really was a credit to the students and I hope they
are looking forward to next year and the sporting year ahead.
A big thank you to all staff who helped in the build up to sports day, and a bigger thank you to all the
staff that were helping on sports day, be it running an event, leading a form group, general patrol, water
station, scorers or a behind the scene role.
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Sport Awards

We ended a fantastic year in KHS sport with the Sport Awards. Students and parents came to
celebrate the students’ achievements and wrap up what was a very busy term including a vast variety
of celebrations, showcasing how talented our students are.
We had the great honour of being joined by Montell Douglas, a British sportswoman, sprinter and
former British record holder for the 100 metres at 11.05 seconds in 2017, as well as competing in
bobsleigh, becoming part of the Great Britain women’s two-woman bobsleigh team. She shared her
way to success with the audience during a truly inspirational talk and we can’t thank her enough for
joining us last night.
We would especially like to celebrate the following students who became sport personalities of the
year: Alisha Devshi, Rami Melikechi, Avni Hirani, Johann Pereira, Triya Halai, Federico Carlini
Radazzo, Siraad Elmi, Denis Pomparau, Kria Varsani, Daniella Kenga Bila, Muskan Soni, Mohamad
Al- Khafaji and Devesh Kerai.

Friends Association
Calling out all parents, new and existing, if you would like to get involved in our Friends Association,
and help supporting our school, please contact us via friends@kingsburyhigh.org.uk
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SCHOOL SPORT PARTNERSHIP
NEWS
Brent Have a Go Day
After a successful application to the Wembley National Trust
Stadium Fund, we have been able to host a series of “Have a
Go” days. We used this opportunity to build strong
partnerships with local centres and deliverers, encouraging
students to take up local opportunities that are different to
the traditional sports. We delivered a Primary and Secondary
event at Phoenix outdoor centre, schools where invited to
bring a group of students to test the Brent waters and learn
outdoor adventure skills in map reading and navigating. In
total we have 96 young people spending half a day learning
to kayak and the other half day taking part in orienteering and
team building activities
“Just wanted to give a bit of feedback on the Have a go day
at the Phoenix Centre. The children absolutely loved it. I don’t
think I’ve seen a reaction from a day out like that from
children before. The adult that I sent with them said it was
brilliant, so thank you very much for giving us the
opportunity.” Mike Cleary, Malorees Primary School.
We also had two days at Kingsbury High School, where we
worked with local partners to deliver a range of alternative
sports to both Primary and Secondary students. 120 students
were given the opportunity to try activities including, skateboarding, archery, frisbee and dodgeball. We worked closely
with Decathlon UK to support the event with equipment and
goody bags for all participants.
“I have enjoyed today, I was a bit worried about skateboarding when we came, but I really like it now” Participant, Kilburn
Park Primary

Family Festivals
Over the last few weeks, we have been joined by
Year 1’s, Year 2’s and Year 4’s from Kingsbury Green,
St Robert Southwell, Fryent & Oliver Goldsmith for
the last of our Family Festivals. Participants get the
opportunity to work their Physical Literacy in fun and
challenging activities run by Kingsbury Leaders.

Year 1&2 Coordination Festival
The last of the 3 Physical Literacy Festivals for Year 1/2 took place this week. We had 3 schools join
us on the field to take part in activities run by the Year 10 leaders who have completed their Level 1
Sports Leaders Award this year. The theme of the afternoon was Coordination, participants took part
in activities such as catching, throwing, targeting, dribbling and hitting.
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NEWS
Year 5/6 Kwik Cricket Competitions
As part of our competition calendar we ran two Kwik Cricket competitions, The Best Team event
that took place at Kingsbury saw 11 teams bare the rain and try get a few games of cricket played.
The rain really reduced the amount of cricket played in the end forcing us to take an average run
rate to determine the finalists. The final was played at a later date between Byron Court and Maple
Walk. Byron Court, where in control of the game from the first ball, winning comfortably to progress
through to the LYG.
The girls event on the other hand had perfect cricket weather, with all 10 teams completing all their
games at Wembley Cricket Club who offered their club ground to host the event. Both pools were
tight with 3 teams fighting for the top spot and a place in the final. In the end it was a copy of the
Best Team event with Byron Court and Maple Walk both finishing top. A very competitive final games
finished off with Maple Walk taking the title and progressing through to the London Youth Games.

Girls Active Nights
Having had a successful Girls Active Club at
the start of the academic year, we thought
we would run it again this term. Our Y9 Girls
Active Leaders have been joined by students
from Oliver Goldsmith, Fryent and Roe Green
for the past 5 weeks taking part in a range of
activities including silent disco, cricket,
rounders and team building. Some of the
Year 6’s will be joining Kingsbury in
September and are already looking forward
to being a Girls Active leader.
“This is great for my girls, my eldest will be
coming to Kingsbury High next year and this
has allowed her to make new friends from
other schools who will also be coming here.”
Parent, Fryent Primary School

Primary Network Day
The annual network event allows our partner Primary schools to feedback on the past year of competition, activities and CPD opportunities, helping us plan together next year’s calendar and offer.
This year Brent Council also supported the event by funding a Create Develop workshop looking at
the Diagnostic Wheel. This gives schools the opportunity to record and monitor their School Sports
delivery and the ability to use the wheel as a resource to showcase what they do at Ofsted visits.

2018/19 Impact
Festivals 26
Participants at festivals 8007
Participants at competitions 5719
Participants for delivery 300
Leaders deployed 524
CPD Events 10

Competitions
48
Programme delivery
13
Leadership courses
23
Delegates at CPD events 159
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Alumni Feature - Joery Addai-Poku

I went to Kingsbury High School and now I
create events for the biggest Radio &
Entertainment Group in Europe.”
Joey – Head of Broadcast Events
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